
Introduction to Cognitive Science: Notes

III: Representing Action in the World (Planning)

• Readings for this section: *McCarthy and Hayes 1969; *Shanahan 1997
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IV: Representing Action in the World (Planning)

• Basic Dynamic Logic:

(1) n≥ 0⇒ [α](y = F(n))

“If n is positive,α-ing always setsy equal toF(n)”.

• In the real world, such rules aredefaults, but they are stilldeterministic.

• The particular dynamic logic that we are dealing with here isone that includes
the following dynamic axiom (the operator ; issequence, the composition of
functions of typesituation→ situation):

(2) [α][β]P⇒ [α;β]P

• Composition is one of the most primitivecombinators, or operations
combining functions, which Curry and Feys (1958) callB, writing the above
sequenceα;β asBβα, where

(3) Bβα ≡ λs.β(α(s))
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Dynamic Logic: Actions as Accessibility

• The actionsα,β, . . . can be seen as defining the accessibility relation for a

modal logic with an S4 model:

α
βαβ

Figure 1: Kripke Model of Causal Accessibility Relation
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Situation/Event Calculi and the Frame Problem

• The Situation Calculus (McCarthy and Hayes 1969) and its descendants can

be seen as versions of Dynamic Logic.

• These calculi are heir to the “Frame Problem,” which arises from the fact that

humans conceptualize events in terms of very localized changes to situations.

• For example, the effects of an event ofMy eating a hamburgerare confined to

the hamburger and aspects of myself like hunger. The color ofthe walls, the

day of the week, the leadership of the Conservative and Unionist party, and

countless other aspects of the situation remain unchanged.

Z This character of the knowledge representation raises the Frame Problem in

two forms: the “Representational” and “Inferential” versions.
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The Representational Frame Problem

• Since change is local, it is cumbersome to explicitly represent the input effect
of each event on each fact by innumerable rules such as

(4) color(wall,x) ⇒ [eat(hamburger)]color(wall,x)

• Kowalski (1979) solved the representational problem usingreified Frame
Axioms Equivalent in the present notation to the following:

(5) p∧ (p 6= hungry)∧ (p 6= here(hamburger)) ⇒ [eat(hamburger)]p

• This keeps rules defining the positive effects of eating hamburgers simple.

(Note thatp is “overloaded,” standing for both the fact thatp holdsand for the
term p as an individual, as is standard in logic programming.)

Z But if we ever need to know what the color of the walls is after asequence of,

say, five hamburger eating events, then we have to do costly theorem-proving
search. This is theInferential form of the Frame Problem.
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STRIPS and the Inferential Frame Problem

• The STRIPS program (Fikes and Nilsson 1971) solved both representational

and inferential problems by representing change as sets ofpreconditionsand
localizeddatabase updates, as in the following definition of the operatoreat:

• PRECONDITIONS: hamburger(x)

here(x)

hungry

DELETIONS: here(x)

hungry

ADDITIONS: thirsty

Z Such representations were initially derided by logicians (because of their

nonmonotonicity) . . .

• . . . but then Girard (1995) came along with Linear Logic, and update was

logically respectable after all!
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The Linear Dynamic Event Calculus (LDEC)

• We can represent events involving boxes in this notation.

• The preconditions of putting something on something else can be defined as
follows using standard implication and anaffordspredicate:

(6) box(x)∧box(y)∧¬on(z,x)∧¬on(w,y)∧(x 6= y)⇒ affords(puton(x,y))

• A situationaffordsan action (in the sense of Gibson 1966 discussed below) if
it satisfies its preconditions.

• To define the update consequences of putting somethingonsomething else in
a situtaion that affords that action we need a different, linear implication⊸:

(7) {affords(puton(x,y))}∧on(x,z) ⊸ [puton(x,y)]on(x,y)

• Linear implication,⊸, treats positive ground literals or “facts” in the
antecedent as consumable resources, removing them from database and
replacing them by the consequent.
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STRIPS updates as Linear Implication (Contd.)

• The braces in marks{affords(puton(x,y))} mark the affordance as a

nonconsumable precondition: the truth of this condition after aputonevent is

not defined by the linear implication, and is a matter for further inference, via

rules like (6).

• It is related to Girards ! exponential (“Of course!”).

• Thus we use the{affords(. . .)} notation to “fibre” the intuitionistic and linear

components of the logic.
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STRIPS Planning in LDEC

• The transitivity axiom of the affordance relation is definedas follows:

(8) affords(α)∧ [α]affords(β)⇒ affords(α;β)

• Consider the following initial situation:

(9) block(a)∧block(b)∧block(c)∧on(a, table)∧on(b, table)∧on(c, table)

• The following conjunctive goal (10), given a search control, can be made to
deliver a constructive proof that (11) is one such plan:

(10) goal(affords(α)∧ [α](on(a,b)∧on(b,c)))

(11) α = puton(b,c);puton(a,b)

• The result of executing this plan in situation (9) is that thefollowing
conjunction of facts is directly represented by the database:

(12) block(a)∧block(b)∧block(c)∧on(a,b)∧on(b,c)∧on(c, table)
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LDEC Avoids a Ramification Problem

• If durative events like the agentmovingare represented as instantaneous

transitions to and from a progressive state represented as afluent

in progress(move(me, there)), LDEC is well behaved with respect to standard

examples of the ramification problem such as the one that arises from moving

through a paint-spray.

• In event calculi in which intervals are primitive, it is hardto specify frame

axioms that capture the common-sense knowledge that if you move, your

color is unaffected, and if someone sprays you with paint your color is

affected, and that if you move through a paint-spray, your color is affected.

• Because in LDEC durative events are represented in terms of initiating and

terminating instants and intervening states, such knowledge is easy to

represent. Suppose the situation isat(me,here)∧color(me,green):
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LDEC Avoids a Ramification Problem

• Axioms for events of spraying someone some color:

(13) affords(start(spray(y,c)))

(14) {affords(start(spray(y,c)))}∧color(x)

⊸ [start(spray(y,c))]in progress(spray(y,c))

(15) in progress(spray(y,c)) ⇒ affords(stop(spray(y,c)))

(16) {affords(stop(spray(y,c)))}∧ in progress(spray(y,c)))

⊸ [stop(spray(y,c))]color(y,c)
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LDEC Avoids a Ramification Problem

• For a situation in whichat(me,here)∧color(me,green), we correctly prove

the following without encountering inconsistency:

(17) [start(move(me, there));start(spray(me,pink));

stop(spray(me,pink));stop(move(me, there))]color(me,pink)

(18) [start(spray(me,pink));start(move(me, there));

stop(move(me, there));stop(spray(me,pink))]at(me, there)

(19) [start(spray(me,pink));start(move(me, there));

stop(spray(me,pink));stop(move(me, there))]color(me,pink)

(20) [start(move(me, there));start(spray(me,pink));

stop(move(me, there));stop(spray(me,pink))]at(me, there)
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STRIPS updates as Linear Implication (Again)

• Using linear implication (or the equivalent rewriting logic devices or state

update axioms of Thielscher (1999) and Martı́-Oliet and Meseguer (1999)) for

STRIPS-like rules eliminates frame axioms along the lines of (5).

• Instead, they are theorems of the linear logic representation.

• There is a model theory, in which “the basic idea is to interpret all the

operations of linear logic by operations on facts” (cf. Girard 1995:23).

• LDEC rules are reminiscent of Hoare (1969) triples, and the nodes of Petri

(1962) nets.

• LDEC rules also resemble the rules in aProduction Systemlanguage, such as

SOAR (Newell 1990).
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